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Abstract

The �ne tuning of the charged track impact parameter resolution for data and sim-

ulation in the DELPHI detector at LEP is described. This tuning was implemented

in the software for the tagging of B hadrons and has been applied in many precise

measurements.
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1 Introduction

The use of the precise DELPHI vertex detector [1, 2] greatly enhances the measurement

of physical processes in the heavy quark sector, enabling accuracies of close to 1% to

be achieved ([3, 4, 5]). Almost all such measurements rely on a comparison of the ob-

served data distributions with those predicted by a detailed detector simulation. For this

comparison both the generation of the intrinsic physical processes and the simulation of

detector response must be as realistic as possible.

The selection and the study of events containingB hadrons are based on the separation

of their origin and decay points, which produces an o�set of the daughter particle tracks

with respect to the point of the primary interaction. This is why for these studies the

charged track impact parameter 1 resolution is the most relevant and extremely crucial

part of the detector response. The description of this resolution can signi�cantly inuence

the physical result and the value of the systematic uncertainty.

The generated events in the DELPHI experiment are passed through the detector

simulation package [6] and the same reconstruction program [7] as for the data. However,

after this procedure some disagreement between data and simulation in the track reso-

lution description remains. It is not drastically large but nevertheless can spoil precise
measurements. This di�erence can be clearly seen, for example, in the distribution of the
lifetime signed impact parameter [8, 3] shown in Fig.1. The impact parameter is signed
positive (negative), if the track crosses the jet axis, to which it belongs, in front of (behind)
the primary vertex. It should be noted that the di�erence between data and simulation

is observed not only for tracks with negative impact parameters, where the distribution is
dominated by the inaccuracy in the track reconstruction, but also for tracks with positive
impact parameters, which contain the lifetime information of their parent and are used
in the physical analysis.

The most important measured quantity used for the selection of events with B hadrons

is the track impact parameter signi�cance, i.e. the ratio of the impact parameter to its
error [8]. The disagreement between data and simulation in the distribution of this variable
can be seen in Fig.2. Any disagreement here directly results in a large discrepancy in the
tagging of B hadrons. Fig.3a shows the ratio of data to simulation of the distribution of the
special tagging variable � log10(P

+

E ), used in the DELPHI experiment for the selection

of B-events (c.f. [3, 8]). The variable P
+

E gives the probability that all tracks in the

event with positive impact parameters originate from the primary vertex. For events
with B hadrons this probability is very low, while for light quark events it is randomly
distributed between 0 and 1. As can be seen from Fig.3a, for large values of � log10(P

+

E ),

corresponding to purer samples of B events, the di�erence between data and simulation

becomes very signi�cant.

In this note we describe a method for the correction of the detector resolution. The

resulting improvement can be seen in Fig.3b. The agreement between data and simulation
is dramatically improved. The remaining di�erences can be at least partially explained

by the uncertainties of modelling of the physical processes, which we did not attempt to
correct. The improved agreement in the description of the tagging of B hadrons is the

main result of this work.

1The track impact parameter is de�ned as the distance of the track to the primary vertex at the point

of its closest approach.
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2 Parameterisation of the Track Resolution

The tagging of B-hadrons can be done using a single detector measurement, namely the

impact parameter of the track with respect to the primary vertex. Since the DELPHI

vertex detector before 1994 was 2-dimensional [1], the computations are restricted to the

plane perpendicular to the beam direction (R�� plane). Therefore the detector resolution

of the impact parameter in the R�� plane is the only part of the detector response which

needs to be corrected to improve the agreement between data and simulation. We do not

consider below the angular or momentum resolution of the tracking system.

The resolution error of the reconstructed impact parameter in R � � plane can be

expressed in the following form:

�
2 = a

2 + b
2 � V (p; #) (1)

V (p; #) =
1n

p � sin3

2 #

o2
In this equation p is the momentum of the track in GeV/c and # is its polar angle.

The form of the parameterisation of the resolution error has direct physical motivation.
The �rst term gives the intrinsic resolution of the tracking system in the absence of
multiple scattering and is independent of the track parameters. The second term reects

the inuence of multiple scattering in the material. It is inversely proportional to the
momentum, which takes the form p sin # in the R � � plane. It also has a proportional
dependence on the square root of the distance traversed in the material. As most detectors
in the barrel region are in the form of cylinders aligned along the beam direction, this
distance is approximately proportional to 1= sin #.

Fig.4 shows the resolution error of the track impact parameter, which is given by the
track �t, versus the function V (p; #). The superimposed curve is de�ned by (1). As can
be seen from this plot, the parameterisation (1) gives a reasonable description of the track
resolution error.

The parameters (a; b) depend in general on the pattern of the track measurements
in the di�erent parts of the tracking system. However in DELPHI this dependence can

be considerably simpli�ed since the track resolution is dominated by the vertex detector,
which improves the resolution by one order of magnitude. Thus we can take into account

the dependence of (a; b) on the pattern of measurements in the vertex detector only. This

statement is con�rmed by Fig.4, which was constructed from all tracks with measurements
in all three layers of the vertex detector; the variation of the resolution error inside this

group of tracks is not big so that it can be parameterised by Eq.(1) with one set of
parameters (a; b). Since the vertex detector of DELPHI has three layers of sensitive

planes[2], the number of di�erent sets (a; b) for tracks with at least 2 measurements in the
vertex detector is equal to 4 and the problem of the description of the track resolution is

reduced to the determination of parameters (a; b) for 4 di�erent groups of tracks.

3 Determination of the Track Resolution

It is obvious from Fig.4 that the determination of the values (a; b) for the parameterisation
of the impact parameter resolution error (which will be denoted as �res) by Eq.(1) is simple
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and straightforward. However this impact parameter resolution error is merely the result

of the �t of the track parameters. In this �t, model assumptions relating to the accuracy of

the di�erent parts of the tracking system and the material distribution in the detector are

used. Thus the resolution error itself reects not the real precision of the tracking system,

but just our understanding of it. This understanding is unavoidably simpli�ed to some

extent and does not take into account all the e�ects which inuence the reconstruction of

the tracks.

The real accuracy of the tracking system is described by the observed distribution of

the impact parameters. In the ideal case it should be gaussian with variance �obs, which

is parameterised by Eq.(1) as well. However a problem arises in the real data since the

\true" impact parameter of the track with respect to its origin cannot be determined

because the point of origin itself is not known. Most of the tracks come from the primary

interaction, but there are some tracks from secondary interactions in the material or from

decays of long-lived particles such as B-hadrons, K0

S , hyperons etc. The fraction of such

tracks can be signi�cantly reduced by:

� rejecting particles from reconstructed V
0 decays;

� selecting events which pass an \anti-B" cut on the B-tagging variable [8], e.g.:

� log10(P
+

E ) > 0:1;

� using tracks with negative impact parameters;

� selecting tracks with small absolute value of signi�cance.

The remaining inuence of the secondary tracks on the measurement of �obs can be checked
in the simulation, where both impact parameters { the observed one (i.e. with respect

to the primary vertex) and the \true" one (i.e. with respect to the origin of each given
particle) { are known. The distribution of the \true" impact parameter reects the
e�ective accuracy of the tracking system and should be considered as the reference for
all other resolution measurements. Table 1 gives the comparison of the values of (a; b)
for the parameterisation of the \true" and observed impact parameter distributions in

simulation for tracks with measurements in all three layers of the vertex detector. The
obtained values of (a; b) are compatible within the statistical errors, which means that
the procedure for their measurement is reliable and is not inuenced by the secondary

tracks. It is also seen that the parameterisation of the resolution error, coming from the
track �t and shown in the third column of table 1, di�ers from that of the \true" impact
parameters.

The parameterisation of the distribution of observed impact parameters is determined

by a maximum likelihood �t. For each track the probability density function is de�ned
by:

f(d) =
1p
2��d

exp
n
�d2=(2 � �2d)

o
(2)

�
2

d = �
2

obs(a; b) + �
2

pv

where d is the track impact parameter, �obs is the function of (a; b) as de�ned by Eq.(1)
and �pv is the error corresponding to the uncertainty in the primary vertex position. Note
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that if a given track is used for the determination of the primary interaction point, there

will be a correlation between its impact parameter and the vertex position [8]. To remove

this correlation, the impact parameter of such a track is measured relative to the primary

vertex, which is determined without the use of that track.

The quality of the description of the impact parameter distribution can be checked

from the distribution of track probability, de�ned by:

P (d) =
Z
x>d

f(x)dx (3)

with the probability density function f(x) given by Eq.(2). The distribution of P (d)

should be at provided the selected parameterisation corresponds to the distribution

of the impact parameter. Fig.5 shows the distributions of P (d) for the tracks within

three di�erent momentum ranges. The �2 of the �t of these distributions by a constant

for P (d) > 0:08 is also shown. The peak at zero probability reects the non-gaussian

tail of the impact parameter distribution, which is produced by the tracks of particles

from secondary interactions in the material or from the decays of long-lived particles.

Such tracks were removed from the maximum likelihood �t by requiring the track impact
parameter d to be less than 1:8 � �d which corresponds to the condition P (d) > 0:08. It
seems that with such a selection, the probability distribution is at enough and it can
be seen that the parameterisation (1-2) is suitable for the description of the observed
distribution of the impact parameter.

One more check of the parameterisation form (1-2) is shown in Fig.6, where the values
of (a; b) are given as a function of the track polar angle. These plots prove that there
is not any signi�cant remaining dependence of the coe�cients (a; b) on the polar angle
within the acceptance of the DELPHI vertex detector.

In the ideal case, the resolution of the tracking system should be independent of the
azimuthal angle (�) of the track direction. This is found to be the case in the simulation.

However the real data show some dependence of the resolution on � which is displayed in
Fig.7a. In this �gure the average value of the track probability, de�ned similarly to Eq.(3),
is shown as a function of the azimuthal angle �. The observed signi�cant variation of the
track resolution can be explained, for example, by inaccuracy in the azimuthal alignment
of the tracking system. It can be taken into account by dividing the full range of � into

zones of approximately the same resolution, and performing the �t of the observed impact

parameter distribution in each zone separately. It means that e�ectively the parameters
(a; b) become functions of �. As shown in Fig.7b, such a procedure corrects properly for
the variation of track resolution with azimuthal angle.

4 Tuning of Track Resolution

As was shown in the previous section, two di�erent estimates of the track resolution can

be obtained: using the resolution error given by the track �t (�res) or using the observed

distribution of the track impact parameters (�obs). Both estimates can be parameterised
by the same function (1) with slightly di�erent coe�cients. This di�erence comes mainly

from the uncertainty in the prior knowledge of the detector precision, which propagates
to the uncertainty in the resolution error �res. The value of �obs is an a posteriori estimate

of resolution and due to this it is more accurate and sensitive to some e�ects such as the �

dependence of the resolution. On the other hand, the estimate of �obs is deduced from an
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average over some sample of tracks so that individual di�erences in the track resolution

(e.g. due to the variation of the radius values of the track measurements) which are taken

into account by �res disappear in �obs.

The correction of the track resolution is performed in such a way that it combines the

better average description of the resolution by �obs with the individual peculiarities of the

track reconstruction which are kept in �res. The resolution error of each track in data is

multiplied by the factor KRD
res :

�
RD
res ! �

RD
res �KRD

res

(KRD
res )

2 =
(aRDobs )

2 + (bRDobs )
2 � V (p; #)

(aRDres )
2 + (bRDres )

2 � V (p; #) (4)

In this equation, the function V (p; #) is de�ned by Eq.(1), (aRDobs ; b
RD
obs ) are the coe�cients

of parameterisation of �obs, (a
RD
res ; b

RD
res ) are the coe�cients of parameterisation of �res and

the label (RD) denotes the data. After this modi�cation the new resolution error is

parameterised in a similar way to �obs with coe�cients (aRDobs ; b
RD
obs ).

The main goal of this study is the correction of the track resolution in the simulation.
The track impact parameter error in the simulation can be easily corrected similarly to

Eq.(4) multiplying it by the factor KMC
res :

�
MC
res ! �

MC
res �KMC

res

(KMC
res )

2 =
(aRDobs )

2 + (bRDobs )
2 � V (p; #)

(aMC
res )

2 + (bMC
res )

2 � V (p; #) (5)

Here (aMC
res ; b

MC
res ) are the coe�cients of the parameterisation of �res in simulation.

However the correction of impact parameter error in the simulation is not su�cient
because the distribution of the impact parameters itself di�ers from the data, as can be
seen in Fig.1. Thus the track impact parameters in the simulation should be additionally
smeared. It can be done as follows.

In the previous section it was noted that the distribution of \true" impact parameters

(with respect to the point of origin for that particle) can be parameterised by a gaussian
with the variance expressed in the form of Eq.(1) with coe�cients (aMC

obs ; b
MC
obs ). The

multiplication of the \true" impact parameter by the value of KMC
obs :

(KMC
obs )2 =

(aRDobs )
2 + (bRDobs )

2 � V (p; #)
(aMC

obs )
2 + (bMC

obs )
2 � V (p; #) (6)

e�ectively transforms the variance �
MC
obs of its distribution as: (�MC

obs ! �
RD
obs ). This

multiplication is equivalent to the addition of the value � to the track impact parameter:

� = dtrue � (KMC
obs � 1) (7)

where dtrue is the \true" impact parameter.

After this transformation the variance of the impact parameter distribution is forced

to be the same as in data. In addition, such a method of modi�cation of the track impact

parameter has the following important features:
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� The smearing of the track impact parameter in simulation is done without additional

randomization;

� The correction is equivalently applied to both primary and secondary tracks;

� Because the values (aRDobs ; b
RD
obs ) in fact are functions of the track azimuthal angle �

(see section 3), after this correction the resolution in simulation acquires the same

�-dependence as in data.

The agreement between data and simulation becomes much better after applying the

corrections (4-7) to the track impact parameter and to the corresponding error. Fig.8

shows the ratio of the signi�cance distributions of tracks with negative impact parameters.

It should be compared with the same distribution without correction shown in Fig.2b.

The corrections described above assume that the impact parameter distribution can

be parameterised by a gaussian with variance �obs. As can be seen from Fig.2, this is

true only for small values of the signi�cance. Indeed, in this part of the signi�cance

distribution, the agreement between data and simulation becomes especially good after

applying the correction. The description of the non-gaussian tail is worse, which implies
that some additional correction should be performed for this part of the distribution.

Unfortunately a complete, physically motivated parameterisation of the non-gaussian
tail of the signi�cance distribution does not exist since there are many sources of com-
pletely di�erent nature which produce it. They include unavoidable mistakes in the track
search algorithm producing large impact parameters, interactions of the particles with

the detector material, decays of long-lived particles (K0, �), etc. It seems impossible to
estimate in the data either the shape of the signi�cance distribution from these sources
or their relative fractions. That is why the parameterisation of the non-gaussian tail is
rather arbitrary. We select the form which gives the best description of our data, although
some di�erent parameterisations are equally possible and were used in other experiments

[9]. The parameterisation of the signi�cance distribution is given by the function:

f(d) =
P1p
2��obs

exp

( �d2
2�2obs

)
+

P2p
2�Ksg�obs

exp

( �d2
2(Ksg�obs)2

)
+

+
P3Kexp

2�obs
exp

(
�Kexp

jdj
�obs

)
(8)

In this equation (P1 + P2 + P3) = 1, the value of �obs is determined as described in

section 3 and the last two terms parameterise the non-gaussian tail of the signi�cance

distribution.

According to Eq.(8) the impact parameter of tracks in simulation is modi�ed in the
following way. First of all the \gaussian" correction de�ned by Eq.(6-7) is applied to

all the tracks. For a fraction P2 of the tracks, the factor KMC
obs is multiplied by Ksg:

(KMC
obs ! K

MC
obs � Ksg, sg stands for \second gaussian"). This modi�cation takes into

account the second term of Eq.(8). Similarly a fraction P3 of the tracks is exponentially

smeared around their generation point with a slope of exponent Kexp. The parameters
P2, P3, Ksg and Kexp are selected iteratively by comparing the modi�ed signi�cance

distribution in the simulation with that in data. Because the correction of the gaussian

part by Eq.(6-7) removes the largest part of the di�erence between data and simulation
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(see Fig.8), the fractions of tracks P2 and P3 subjected to non-gaussian modi�cation

numerically are very small and do not exceed a few percent. This is very important for

physical applications as it reduces the uncertainty of the analyses due to the di�erence in

resolution.

The comparison of the signi�cance distribution after correction of the non-gaussian

tail is given in Fig.9 which con�rms that, after applying this procedure, the data and

simulation agree in a wide range of signi�cance values.

5 Results and Conclusions

After applying the tuning procedure described in this paper, the agreement between data

and simulation is improved for all variables used in the identi�cation of B hadrons.

Fig.9 shows the comparison of track signi�cance while Fig.10 shows the distribution

of the signed impact parameter after tuning procedure. This �gure should be compared

with the similar distribution without tuning shown in Fig.1. The improvement of the

description of the distribution of theB-tagging variable, shown in Fig.3, is also remarkable.
The tuning procedure also improves the agreement between data and simulation when

applied in the secondary vertices search [10]. Fig.11 shows the distribution of distance
from the beam-spot to the reconstructed secondary vertex divided by its error after the
tuning of the track resolution. As can be seen from this �gure, there is a good agreement
not only for tracks from the primary interaction (negative length of secondary vertex),
but for tracks from the secondary decays as well (positive length).

This tuning procedure has been applied in some precise measurements with the DEL-
PHI detector [3, 4], where a signi�cant reduction of the systematics due to inconsistency
of data and simulation was achieved.
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Parameter \true" IP observed IP resolution error

a[�m] 21:7 � 0:2 21:1 � 0:3 18.4
b[�m] 59:1 � 0:4 59:4 � 0:4 61.5

Table 1: Values of (a; b) obtained from the �t of the \true" and the observed impact
parameters in the simulation for the tracks with measurements in all three layers of
the vertex detector. The third column gives the values (a; b) of parameterisation of the
resolution error coming from the track �t.
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Figure Caption

Fig.1: (a) The lifetime signed impact parameter distribution. The points with errors are

real data, the histogram is simulation. (b) The ratio of these distributions (data

divided by simulation).

Fig.2: (a) The signi�cance distribution for tracks with negative impact parameters. The

points with errors are real data, the histogram is simulation. (b) The ratio of these

distributions (data divided by simulation).

Fig.3: The data to simulation ratio of the distribution of the logarithm of the positive

event probability (P+

E ) (a) before the tuning of the detector resolution and (b) after

the tuning.

Fig.4: The resolution error of the track impact parameter versus p2 sin3(#) for tracks with

measurements in all three layers of the vertex detector.

Fig.5: The distribution of probability as de�ned by Eq.(3) for tracks with di�erent mo-
menta. The �

2 values are for the �t by a constant for probability greater than
0.08.

Fig.6: The dependence of coe�cients (a; b) on the track polar angle.

Fig.7: (a) The dependence of the average track probability on the track azimuthal angle

in the real data; (b) the same distribution after using �-dependent resolution.

Fig.8: The ratio of the signi�cance distributions (data divided by simulation) for tracks

with negative impact parameters after correction of the gaussian part of the resolu-
tion.

Fig.9: (a) The signi�cance distribution for tracks with negative impact parameters after

the correction of the resolution by Eq.(8). The points with errors are real data,
the histogram is simulation. (b) The ratio of these distributions (data divided by
simulation).

Fig.10: (a) The lifetime signed impact parameter distribution after correction of track res-
olution. The points with errors are real data, the histogram is simulation. (b) The
ratio of these distributions (data divided by simulation).

Fig.11: (a) The distribution of the decay length divided by its error for secondary vertices af-
ter correction of track resolution. The points with errors are real data, the histogram

is simulation. (b) The ratio of these distributions (data divided by simulation).
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